
Dear mr. Kuti, 

  

Thank you for your email. I understand your worries concerning the Hungarian retirement 

changes. However, I am not an expert on the Hungarian situation. Therefore I would like to 

refer you to my Hungarian social-democratic colleagues. I am confident that they will be able 

to help you. 

  

The head of the Hungarian social-democrats in the European Parliament is Tibor Szanyi. You 

can contact him via email: tibor.szanyi@europarl.europa.eu. 

  

Kind Regards, 

Agnes Jongerius 

 

 

Many thanks for your email, please take this response as acknowledgement of receipt. 

 

As a Member of the European Parliament for the whole of Scotland, over five million people, 

I receive hundreds of emails each and every day.  We deal with email in the same way as 

regular post and your email will be processed within 20 working days from now. 

I enjoy hearing from the people I represent however there are some matters I simply cannot 

get involved with because I have no power to usefully do so. I am afraid that I am not in a 

position to help with the following matters: 

  

* Legal issues (including matters concerning the European Court of Human Rights or Human 

Rights generally); 

  

* If you have highlighted a matter which concerns your local Council, Parliament or the UK 

Parliament rather than a European matter which concerns the European Parliament; or 

  

* If you have highlighted an issue regarding the interpretation and implementation of an EU 

rule by the government of Scotland, the UK or another member state rather than a matter 

which is presently relevant to the European Parliament.  In the first instance the national 

authority should be contacted, only in the event of their failure to properly implement do I 

have any locus and even then it is generally rather limited. 

 If your email concerns one of the above points, unfortunately I will be unable to become 

involved, and this email is your response. You will find further information on this from the 

'Constituency Cases' section of my website (www.alynsmith.eu). Similarly, if you have not 

included your postal address on the face of your email, please resend it with this information 

added.  This will allow us to appropriately prioritise mail from constituents, those living in 

Scotland.   

  

If you have emailed me but have not received a reply (other than this response) and believe 

you should have, please contact the office by telephone. 

  

Yours aye, 

 

Alyn 

 

 

mailto:tibor.szanyi@europarl.europa.eu
http://www.alynsmith.eu/
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Thank you for your email.  

 

This acknowledgement has been triggered electronically and I have not yet had a chance to 

read your message.  

 

I receive a large number of emails each day and I aim to respond to them as soon as possible. 

However, please do not be disappointed if you do not receive an immediate reply. My office 

and I try to handle everything quickly and efficiently - but complex issues may need time.  

It would be helpful if you could include your name, postal address and telephone numbers in 

your email.  

 

If your query is urgent please ring my West Midlands office on 01989 769544.  

 

Thank you for taking the time to write to me. 

 

Anthea McIntyre 

Conservative MEP for the West Midlands Region 

 

 

Dear all, 

 

Many thanks for your email and your fight for more democracy in Hungary. The Green group 

in the EP is closely following what the Hungarian Government is doing in your country and 

we do fight the undemocratic methods it uses. 

 

Our two Hungarian colleagues in the green group take the lead in this fight. I would 

recommend you to contact both of them: Tamás MESZERICS and Benedek JÁVOR. I 

include both of them in this answer. 

Be assured that I will support all action in making Hungary a democratic state. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Bart Staes, MEP Belgian Greens 

 

 

Dear Mr László Kuti, 

 

Mr Koch would like to thank you very much for your email concerning petition 1261/12 on 

Hungary's new law on early retirement pensions.  

 

As I am not a member of the PETI committee which deals with citizens' petitions like yours I  

contacted the responsible services for some accurate information in order to respond you. 

I have been informed that your petition was discussed in 2013 and also at the PETI committee  

meeting last March. As a result of the first discussion the Commission announced that they 

did not find any grounds for infringement of EU law in the given question. Following the 

second discussion, the European Commission was contacted for additional information 

regarding other petitions which raise the same issue of early retirement schemes in Hungary. 
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According to the analysis of the Commission, no breach of EU law was identified in the 

mentioned cases.  

 

In matters related to social security legislation the EU provides co-ordinating measures only 

in cross-border cases, when EU citizens exercise their right of free movement. The 

Commission explained in its response to the PETI committee that national legislations on 

pension entitlements cannot be subject to modification through EU law and it excluded its 

possible intervention.  

 

I can assure you that the Committee on Petitions will inform you of any further development 

in your case in due course. 

 

We hope that this reply is of help and remain, 

with best regards, 

 

Cezara Petruc 
 

 

Dear Mr. Kuti, 

Dear President, 

 

 

Our Swedish member association has forwarded us your mail below. 

 

I would like to discuss your mail with the EUROMIL Board on 1 December. However I need  

some more information from you on your question. It would be helpful for our discussion if 

you could specify more in detail what kind of advice, cooperation and connection you have in 

mind.  

 

It would also be interesting to have a bit more information about your association. 

 

Thank you in advance. 

 

Best regards, 

 

 Emmanuel Jacob 

       President 

 

 

Dear Ladies and Gents 

 

Would you please contact my colleague Thomas Händel on this who oversees pensions and 

Social Security issues for my Party 

 

Best 

 

Fabio De Masi 
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Von meinem iPhone gesendet 

 

 

Thank you for your email. 

 

This is an acknowledgment of the receipt of your email.  

 

However, I receive a large number of emails each day, and I aim to answer them as soon as 

possible. Please do not be disappointed if you do not receive an immediate reply from myself 

or my Brussels office. My team and I try to handle everything quickly and efficiently, but 

some issues may need time and consideration. 

 

It would be appreciated that you include your full name, postal address, and telephone 

numbers in your correspondence. If you have a local query please contact my Birmingham 

office on 01216 227298. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to write to me. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Neena Gill MEP for the West Midlands 

 

 

 

Dear Kuti Lazlo, 

 

I received your letter regarding the petition of the National Association of Early Retirees 

(AER) of Hungary from my colleague. In order to help you, I need the Petition number you 

got when you handed in the petition to the European Parliament.  

Please send it to me so I can further investigate your enquiry. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Laura KAUN        

 

Accredited Parliamentary Assistant Gabriele PREUSS MEP  

European Parliament Brussels 

 

Rue Wiertz 60 - ASP 12 G 340 

B-1047 Brussels 

Tel.: 0032 (0)228 47845 

Fax: 0032 (0)228 49845 

 

laura.kaun@europarl.europa.eu 

 

 

mailto:laura.kaun@europarl.europa.eu
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Dear Sir, 

 

Thank you for your message. We are going to inform Ms Macovei about this situation and 

come back with a reply. 

 

With best regards, 

 

Irina-Mihaela Niculescu 

  

Assistant to MEP Monica Macovei 

 

European Parliament 

60 rue Wiertz, ASP 7F 253  

B-1047 Bruxelles, Belgium 

Tel. +32 (0) 228-37225; Fax +32 (0) 228-49225 

GSM +32 (0) 483-176 088 

 

 

Thank you for contacting me. Your message has been safely received. 

 

 

As I receive many hundreds of emails each day, your message may be read in the first 

instance by either me or a member of my staff, in the strict order in which they are received. 

Wherever possible, I will take immediate action in response to your message. If we need any 

more information, I or a member of staff will write back to you as soon as possible. 

 

Because of the volume of messages I receive, please do not be disappointed if there is a short 

delay in responding. 

 

If you are writing to me as a constituent of the Yorkshire & Humber region, please make sure 

you have included your full postal address in your message. 

 

Thank you for your patience and understanding. 

 

 

Kind regards 

 

Richard Corbett 

Member of the European Parliament for Yorkshire & Humber 

 

 

From: HELMER Roger [mailto:roger.helmer@europarl.europa.eu]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 6:28 PM 

To: 'info@knoe.hu' 

Subject: RE: help 

 

I'm certainly not here in Strasbourg to interfere in the internal affairs of Hungary.  I'm here to 

defend the interests of my constituents. 
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ROGER HELMER MEP 

www.rogerhelmer.com 

 

 

Dear Mr. Kuti, 

 

Thank you for writing to me.  But this looks to me very much a domestic matter for Hungary. 

Yours sincerely, 

ROGER HELMER MEP 
www.rogerhelmer.com 

 

 

Dear Mr Kuti, 

 

On behalf of Ms Lunacek I want to thank you for your e-mail and the information on your 

petition. May I ask you to get in touch with Tamás Meszerics and Benedek Jávor, Members of 

the European Parliament and the Greens/EFA Group? They are Hungarians and closely 

following the developments in the country. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Melanie Plangger 

Stagiaire to Ulrike Lunacek, MEP                

 

Vice-President of the European Parliament 

The Greens/EFA, Austria 

Designated Co-President of the EP's LGBT Intergroup 

European Parliament, ASP 05F358 

Rue Wiertz 60, B-1047 Bruxelles 

Tel.: +32.228-47395 

Fax: +32.228-49395 

ulrike.lunacek@europarl.europa.eu 

ulrike.lunacek@gruene.at 

www.ulrikelunacek.eu  

www.greens-efa.org 

www.gruene.at 

Find me on facebook and Twitter! 

 

 

Feladó: WIKSTRÖM Cecilia [cecilia.wikstrom@europarl.europa.eu] 

Küldve: 2014. október 30. 18:07 

Címzett: 'info@knoe.hu' 

Másolatot kap: PETI Secretariat 

Tárgy: RE: help 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

Thank you for your kind E-mail to Ms Wikström, 

http://www.rogerhelmer.com/
http://www.rogerhelmer.com/
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I have taken the liberty to forward your e-mail to the secretariat of the committee, which will 

gladly receive any additional information you would wish to provide (address in CC). 

Unfortunately Ms Wikström will not be available for an individual meeting in the near future 

due to the very high demand on her time at the moment. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Daniel Sjöberg 

  

Daniel Sjöberg 

Assistant to Cecilia Wikström (MEP) 

Liberal Party of Sweden 

Office +32 (0)228 37622 

Mobile +32 (0)474 532842 

daniel.sjoberg@europarl.europa.eu 

From: info@knoe.hu [mailto:info@knoe.hu]   

Sent: 22 October 2014 09:50  

To: WIKSTRÖM Cecilia  

Subject: help 


